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Abstract
Collocations in the sense of idiosyncratic lexical co-occurrences are one of the main baniers and
challenges for any second language (L2) leamer. In Computer Assisted Language Leaming (CALL), a
number of works deal with the automatic recognition of collocation errors and compilation of
candidate li sts for their correction. However, this is not sufficient. Firstly, to obtain a clear picture of
the difficulties experienced by leamers in order to be able to offer targeted aid to leamers, a fine grained lingui stic analysis of collocation errors and their annotation in learner corpora is necessary.
Secondly, programs must be developed that make concrete correction suggestions, besides providing
correction candidate lists, and supply a leamer with illustration and didactic material that is oriented
towards the types of collocations with which this leamer has difficulties. In our work, we attempt to
push the state ofthe art one step further in both ofthese strands ofresearch, focusing on Spanish as L2.
Within the first strand, we carry out a detailed collocation-oriented annotation of a fragment of the
corpus of leamers of Spanish (CEDEL2). Within the second strand, we experiment with a number of
strategies for choosing the most likely correction of a collocation error.
Keywords: L2, leamer corpus, collocations, collocation errors, collocation error annotation,
collocation error correction.

l.

Introduction

The work described in this paper is carried out in the framework of a research project
on the development of an active collocation learning environment for leamers of
Spanish as L2. Following Hausmann (1989), Mel'cuk (1998) and others, we assume
that a collocatíon is a restricted binary co-occurrence of two lexical units (LUs) where
one ofthem (the base) conditions the occurrence ofthe other (the co/locate) and where
between the two LUs a stable syntactic relation holds. Since Hausmann (1984), it has
been repeatedly argued that collocations constitute one of the main barriers and
challenges in second language learning (Granger 1998; Howarth 1998; Lewis 2000;
Durrant & Schmitt 2009). Severa! quantitative and qualitative studies have been
carried out since Granger's (1998) seminal work, comparing the use of collocatíons by
native speakers and learners (see, for instance, Nesselhauf 2005; Gilquin 2007;
Martelli 2007). However, so far, to the best of our knowledge, none of the studies
focused on a detailed analysis of collocation errors and their annotation in learner
corpora as needed for targeted support of learners. A similar state of affairs can be
encountered in the field of collocatíon-oriented Computer Assisted Language Learning
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(CALL). Although an increasing number of works deals witb the identification of
errors in collocation use (see, among others, Shei & Pain 2000; Chang & Chang 2004;
Futagi et al. 2008; Chang et al. 2008; Park et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2009; Wu 2010; Wu
et al. 2010; Chen 2011), hardly any attempts to go beyond the compilation of a list of
possible corrections of an erroneous collocation from which then the learner has to
choose. Often, this list consists of all collocations of the base in question identified in a
reference corpus which possess the syntactic pattern ofthe erroneous sample.
In order to push the state of the art in theoretical collocation error analysis, collocation
error annotation in learner corpora and collocation-oriented CALL a step further, we
address the following two research questions for Spanish as L2: (1) Can the errors in
collocation use by learners be systematized?t (2) How can this systematization be
exploited in CALL and, more specifically, in active CALL-based collocation learning,
to offer the Iearner not only a list of possible;corrections, but also concrete correction
suggestions and didactic material targeted ili tbe type of error. To address (1), we
carried out an analysis and subsequent anhotation of a fragment of the corpus of
Iearners of Spanish CEDEL2 (Lozano 2009), distilling the results of the analysis into a
collocation error typology. To address (2), we experimented so far with different
strategies for selecting the most likely correction of an erroneous collocation.
In the next section, we present the analysis and annotation of CEDEL2 with respect to
collocation errors. Section 3 surnmarizes the insights we gained from this analysis for
CALL and outlines our prelirninary experiments on automatic collocation recognition
and correction. Section 4, finally, sketches how we planto advance these experiments
in order to benefit better from the results of our analysis.

2.

Collocation error analysis and corpus annotation

As described in Alonso Ramos et al. (2010) and Vincze et al. (2011), we manually
annotated 100 essays (amounting in total to 46420 words) from CEDEL2. 1 Tbe
annotation resulted in a fine-grained collocation error typology, but also revealed a
number of challenges related to the annotation of collocations.
2.1.

A closer look at collocation errors in learner corpora

Collocation error analysis can be carried out at Ieast from two different angles: (1)
seeking to identify the linguistic nature of the errors, and (2) seeking an explanation of
the errors. Both angles are crucial in the context of second language learning 1
acquisition. In this section, we give a rough outline of the results of our analysis that
tackles (1) and (2); for details, see Alonso Ramos et al. (20 10).

th elements of the col\ocation (cf (1) for wro~g
shows that the learner can err o~ bo
) or on the collocation as a whole (cf (3)):
collocate uses and (2) for wrong ase uses . . . ' . f: 'ly' (instead of formar una
famzlza ltt begm a amt
l. wrong collocate uses: empezar una
. ' . \'t 'take a siesta' (instead of echar una
familia, lit. 'forma family'), tomar una szelsta: 1 errors' (instead of cometer errores
siesta, lit. 'throw a siesta'), hacer errores, 1t. ma e
'commit errors').
r · rt
*. .
lit 'have *limitades' (instead of tener tmttes, 1 .
2 wrong base uses: tener !zmllades, . . f * d co' (instead of trayecto corto, ltt.
.
. )
uz *relacionamento' (instead of tener
'have limtts'
' con duzco breve '. lit . ' bne litcon
'have
'short distance'), tener un relacwn~mento¡. ,
t ior lit 'extemal police' (instead of
una relación, lit. ·~av.e a relations~1?'): p~ ~~ra:Jr~nci~, li.t. 'speak France' (instead of
política exterior, ht. extemal pohttcs ), a
h bl francés lit 'speak French').
a ar
' .
, .
lit 'meat factory' (instead of matadero
3 wrong collocation uses: fabnca de calrne:J . t1·on to camp' (instead of camping),
· 'slaughterhouse ') , st·t·10 de. acampar' 1t.s, ocawindow- shopping'), hacer pmturas,
·
l't
1.
0
*escaparatear (instead of tr de escapar~te ') gd
to 'command respect' (instead of
'make pictures' (instead of pintar 'to pamt ' ar respe
tener respeto, 'have respect').
3
.
be rooted in the lexicon or in the gra~ar. A
An erroneous use of a collocatiOn ~fn t
the base consists either in an mcorrect
lexicon error that concerns the co o~a .e or d in Spanish or in the use of a nonreplacement of the element by. an exl=~~g(~o~bove). When the error concern~ the
i creation of a new LU instead of usmg a
existing word (see exar_nples m
collocation as a whole, ¡t may :o~_slst m _( ) fa new expression with the structure of
collocation (e.g. *escapara.tear), \u) fre~to(e ~ hacer pinturas); (iii) use of a correct
a collocation instead of us~g a smg e . th~ the intended one (e.g. dar respeto).
Spanish collocation with a dlfferent meamn~he collocate or the collocation as a whole
or presence of a deterrniner, wrong
Grammatical errors also concern the bas~,
and consist mainly in the erroneous a sence
d
1
ber use or wrong government; cf
num
'.
.
t l't 'comes to mind' (instead of viene a la mente), ar e
4. determmer: vzene a men e, 1 .
)
amor, lit. 'give the !ove' (instead of dar amor
.
. ..
.
. . . rt '[they] have prejudice' (instead of ttenen preJUICIOS)
5 number· tzenen preJUICIO, 1 .
.
.
.
.t
lit '[we] play with cards .. .' (instead of Jugamos a
6. govemment: jugamos con tarJe as, .

k

(1! .

las cartas)

For a few other rare grammatical collocate eiTOrs, see Alonso Ramos et al. (2010).

2.1.1. Analysis ofthe linguistic nature of co//ocation errors

In contrast to the impression given by previous studies, errors in the use of
collocations do not always have the same scope. In particular automatic collocation
error detection and correction proposals seem to implicitly assurne that (a) the base is
always correct and (b) tbe collocation with the in tended meaning exists in L2, such
that the leamer can only err in the choice of the collocate. The material in CEDEL2
1

For the setup ofthe annotation and its detailed evaluation, see Vincze el al. (2011).

. .
.
nish (limitad, conduzco, and relacionamento), we
Wben the erroneous use contains a no~-e,ostlng word m Spa les in (3) are examples for the wrong use of per
reproduce il as il is in the literal translanon. The lasl two examp
1d
.
.
rs· c:f #Yo tengo e. ,ese
o
.
we also identified reg1ster erro • ·
·
se correct collocatwns.
3 Apart from \exical and grammatical collocatlO~ erro~~ be bilingual'. Ten er [un] deseo, lit. 'have [~] w¡sh lS a
personal de ser bilingüe, lit. ' 1 have the pe~ona ;ls a ~ormal emotionally charged context, wh1ch 15 ~o~ g¡ven
correct collocation in Spanish. How~ver, ¡t 1~ :~ed ~~umbcr of ~u eh errors, we ignore them for the u me emg.
in the setting of the student. Dueto t e very t t

2
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2.1.2. Analysis ofthe sources ofcollocation errors

In general, we can distinguish between , .
.
'
·~tralingual L2 ' errors. For grammatica1 e mterli.n~ai . (~r 'Ll-L2 transfer') and
erther be traced to English as L1 ( . h rrors, th¡s distmctwn suffices: the error can
con~rol on,, instead of han tomado a:o~tro~~;a~a~o control sobre ' [theyJ ha ve gained
(as m estaba vacaciones lit ' was va f
' ~ t. [they] have taken control of) or not
ofvacacions').
' .
ca IOns ' mstead of estaba de vacaciones, lit. 'was

Le~ical errors call for a more detail d .d .
.
.
lexical interlingual errors we can d. ;. I .e~tificatwn of therr source. In the case of
in L2 an LU from an
in L1 o rfis· mgms brtween cases where the learner creates
'
,
r o m another language ( .r
·
.b.
receJve ~ ca11 or ir de hiking, lit. 'go of hikin '')
eJ ., e.g., recz zr un llamo
the _meamng of an existing LU in L2 1
g and cases where the learner extends
L2 rs a va lid translation of an LU . Ú ~ man1 case.s of such an extension the L U in
one. Consider, e.g., juego de fút~~l ' 'ar::~ w} ~ a d¡ffe~e.nt meaning than the in tended
where jueg? is chosen because of a pos~ible ~a ~ott.ball fmstead of partido de fútbol,
extenswn IS also often produced b
ns a wn o game as partido. An error of
· ·¡ ·
.
ecause an L2 LU is u d d
.
Slffil ar1ty With the equivalent form in L l · f.
. se ue to 1ts
phonetic
~ongue' instead of materna, or when the us~ e. maternal ~n lenf!Ua maternal 'mother
Jt seems formally too similar to its L1
.
an L2 LU IS avoided precisely because
hyperco~ection (cf atender el teléfono es~:::den~ - what ,can ~e considered a case of
learner m favour of acudir lit '
'·
~ e phone ' whrch IS drscarded by the
· ·1arto th e English to attend).
' · come · acudtr el telé¡;o
sJmi
;!' no because Jt· appears too

uJ

o¡

The lexical intralingual errors ma
. .
.
L2 a~ a result of a process of erro~e~~~~~~i~ (_a) the creatwn of an inexistent form in
(cf m enseñanza *segundaría lit ,
d atwn by an.alogy With another form in L2
secundaria 'secondary' the lea~ .d s~con ary educatwn', mstead of the adjective
adjective segundo 'sec~nd ')· (b)nerl er~ves erroneously *segundarla from the ordinal
· d (cf hacer citas lit ' 'makse ection
.
0 r a ( more) genenc
reqmre
. of a vaguer
.
LU than
~ppointments'); or (e) s~Ie~tion ~ :p~~mtments' I~stead of concertar citas 'arrange
mtervention ofLI (cf escribir el ex
~ng .LU WJthout, a. clear reason and without
amen wnte the exam ' mstead of hacer el examen
'make the exam ').

0

2.2.

Challenges in coll

.

·

oca1wn error analysrs and annotation

Collocation is known to be a notoriousl
.
already th~ decision of what is a collocatio~ a~ficult _language phenomenon. Thus,
problemahc. The acceptance of a what IS a free word co-occurrence is
also varíes from one speaker co co ~ccurrence as l correct collocation by speakers
collocation errors by linguists L~~~ty to athnother. and so does the interpretation of
.
.
s Iscuss e maJor challenges.
2.2.1. Challenge to recognize collocations
T_he problem of recognizing collocation . 1
drfficulty of establishing clear
d
s m . earner texts can be ascribed to the
d r ·r
h
.
an
most lmportantly
.
.
e Irnr mg t e notwn of collocation 1~ ra .
.
' ?peratwnal cnteria for
dtffic~l~ in telling collocations apart fr~m c~~e, thts r~sul_ts m the annotators having
from rdwms, on the other hand Fo . t
. ~ co~bmatJ.ons, on the one hand and
•
. r ms ance, It IS qmte straightfo rward to agree o~ the
In the case of Spanish the stock of 11
.
.
.
Peninsular Spanish.
'
co oca!Ions 10 Latm American Spanish differs considerabl ti
.
Y rom that m

fact that buena nota 'good grade' is a collocation, given that the semantic
characteristics of a noun like nota 'grade' call for a qualification adjective. This is not
so in the case ofthe combination buena comida 'good food', where the meaning ofthe
noun comida 'food' does not necessarily require qualification. Consider, however, the
combination comida rica 'delicious food', where the adjective rico 'delicious' has a
rather restricted use; it is the adjective prototypically chosen to speak about good food.
Frorn our point of view, cornbinations such as comida rica should be considered
collocations, and, consequently, other less idiomatic combinations, containing less
restricted adjectives appearing with the same noun, such as buena comida 'good food'
or even comida fantástica 'fantastic food' will be considered collocations as well.
An example for the difficulty of distinguishing collocations from idioms5 is the case of
darse cuenta 'realize ', which should be treated as a non-compositional expression,
given its frozen syntactic structure. lt was rnistaken for a collocation by the annotators
dueto the fact that the verb dar 'give' is often used in light verb constructions, as in
dar un paseo 'take a walk', dar consejos 'give advice', etc. We also noticed that
correct collocations often passed unnoticed by annotators until an incorrect counterpart
of the same combination was found. An example for this is the case of país de origen
'country of origin', which was not annotated as a collocation until the erroneous
cornbination países maternos, lit. 'mother(Jy) countries' was found in the corpus. At
the same time, any error was bound to be perceived as a collocation error by the
annotators. For instance, the free cornbination recorrimos *por la isla '[we] travelled
all over the island' was annotated in the first iteration of the annotation process,
probably because the preposition error made it more salient.
2.2.2. Challenge to interpret errors

Three kinds of problerns constituted a challenge when labelling eiTors with specific
error categories. Firstly, given that the error type Iabels reflect to sorne extent how the
erroneous expression relates to its correction, error-type annotation in cases when
more than one correction was possible was problematic. Thus, in el viaje no *nos hizo
gorditas, lit. ' the trip didn't rnake us fatty', the combination hizo gorditas can be
corrected either as the collocation ponerse gordas, lit. 'put oneselves fat' or as single
verb engordar 'gain weight'. In the first case, the error should be described as the use
of an incorrect collocate (hacer instead of p onerse), while in the second case, it should
be described as the use of an erroneous analytical form (hacer gorditas) instead of a
single lexical ítem (engordar). Secondly, sorne incorrect collocation-like combinations
produced by the leamers turned out to be literal translations of combinations in the
native language that have no collocation equivalent in Spanish. For instance, the
erroneous form *humo de segunda mano corresponds to the English collocation
second hand smoke, which can only be translated into Spanish by a complex phrase
expressing the same meaning without constituting a phraseological expression: humo
del tabaco de otras personas 'smoke frorn other people's tobacco'. In contrast, sorne
expressions used by the learners do not constitute collocations, while the correct form
to be used should be a collocation in Spanish. An example for this case is tengo
curiosidad lit. '[1] have curiosity': *estoy curiosa conocerlo, lit. '[IJ am curious to get
to know it' , where the expression using the copulative verb and the adjective curioso
'curious' should be corrected as a collocation. Thirdly, two coexisting category labels
5
According to Mel'cuk (201 2), idioms represent a major subclass ofphraseological multiword expressions: noncompositional multiword expressions.
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had to be allowed in the cases where th
unambiguously. For instance in the
e source ?f the error could not be detennined
'(IJ made appointments', the' annotat~;:ef~:n~~ I~cor:ect collocation *hice citas, lit.
duect translation from English a d
.It .easible to treat the error both as a
h
' ak 1 , .
n as a generahzatwn error•. w hereby tbe generic verb
acer m e do IS used instead ofth
e correct and more restrJCted concertar 'arrange'.

3.

Automatic collocation error correction

In Section 2, we saw that leamers make a
. f
.
that t~e origin of these errors may be rath va~~f of different collocation errors and
promment. In what follows, we stud the in ~r ' er~e - although L1 transfer is very
respect to automation of collocatio/erro . Sigh~s gai.ned from the corpus analysis with
r Ident~ficatwn and correction and outline the
experiments we carried out so far.
i

3 .l.

Insights from the collocation error analysis for CALL

!he insights we gained from the detail d .
. .
~~ a fragment of a learner corpus can ~e mvestigatwn of erroneous use of collocations
!mes:

surnmanzed along the following three major

I.

A collocation error may concern an f
or the collocate) or the eolio t' y o the elements of the collocation (the base
collocation errors identified i tcha wn as a whole. Thus, out of 266 Iexical
fragment of CEDEL2, 174 (61%)
concerned the collocate 6I (2nl%)e annotated
th b
'7'h?le. These numbers ~uggest that a ee ~se, a.nd 5 0 (18~) the collocation as a
hmlted to the consideration of e
of :atJon correctwn program cannot be
programs do. New proposals ar:r~:~do d t~ collocate, as most of the current
concerning the base and the eolio t.
e
at equal!y treat collocation errors
ca Ion as such.
II. Leamers may err in a coUocation with an
.
.
subJect+verb, noun+modifier or
b+ y ~yntactic pattern, be Ita verb+object
~oc~s on verb+object collocationsv~r m~~td~~er collocation. This means that th~
JUstified, although it is plausible gi y th
1the current CALL programs is not
the fact that verb+object collocat' ven e ear y stage of ~he work in this area and
Ill. Most often the so
f
wn errors are very promment in English as L2.
'
urce o a collocation e
r .
.
study, these were 67% of the errors Th .rr~ Ies m a genume LI-transfer. In our
other authors in this respect (
. IS Igure corroborates the conclusions of
during automatic error correctio~eeth e.g., Nesselhauf 2005). It also means that
the synonyms of the erroneous 'e!e~~~7ect element can often be found among
t
or am~ng the translatwns of the Ll
counterpart of the erroneous el
(2009), Chang et al. (2008) ande~~~ i-(;~l~x)p~tted, for in.s~nce by Liu et al.
story: 33% of the errors ha ve oth g . . . owever, this Is only half of the
influence of Ll is still detectable ;~ on~ms, although in most of them the
element is a 'false friend', i.e., a fo~al~s, ~n ·~ n~ber of ~ases, the erroneous
of an ~1 word; other errors concern th y srrm ar ut semantJcall~ different item,
adapt~twn of an Ll form to L2 mo ~o~~ect use of an LI. lexJCal item or the
detectwn.and correction, this means th~ a gy. For ~~tomat¡~ c.ollocation error
of monolmgual Ll and L2 dict'
.
part from bllmgual dJCtJonaries the use
L1 and L2 would be beneficia]. wnartes and morphological derivation m~dels of
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3.2.

Experiments on the automatic collocation error correction

An operational collocation Iearning environment needs to take aii of the above
findings into account. However, the work we present here is still work in progress; that
is why sorne fmdings have not yet been considered. So far, we focused on lexical
errors, carrying out experiments on the detection and correction of errors of the
collocate, experimenting with verb+noun, noun+verb noun+adjective and
adjective+noun collocations, and taking into account that a considerable part of the
errors are motivated by Ll-transfer.

Our program for the detection and correction of collocations (henceforth,
Collidentificator) takes as input a binary X+N or N+X combination (with X being a
verb or an adjective and N the base). 6 The combination can come either from the

CEDEL2 corpus or typed in for verification by the learner. For two of the correction
selection metrics which have been developed to correct the collocations in the writings
of !eamers (see be!ow), Collidentificator furthermore requires the sentence in which
the combination occurs.
Collidentificator operates in three stages and uses a number of auxiliary resources: (1)

a Spanish native reference corpus which consists of about 5GB of newspaper material;
(2) the Open Office thesaurus of Spanish; (3) the Spanish WordNet and a bilingual
Spanish-English dictionary compiled from Wikipedia.
In the first stage, X+N is checked for its status as collocation in the reference corpus.
So far, the collocation check uses a frequency-based metric. If X+N qualifies as a
collocation, positive feedback is given. If not, in the second stage, a number of checks
are performed:

a. is X '+N (with X' as synonym of X encountered in the Open Office thesaurus or in
the Spanish WordNet) a valid collocation?
b. Is X'+N (with X' as one of the Spanish translations of X' s English translation
equivalents identified in the bilingual Spanish-English dictionary) a valid
collocation?
If X'+N is a valid collocation·(as, e.g., contar cuentos, lit. 'tell fairy stories' for the
learner's *decir cuentos), it is suggested to the Iearner as a correction of X +N. lf this is
not the case (as, e.g., *terminar [un] problema, lit. 'termínate a problem' for the
learner's *concluir [un] problema), in the third stage, all collocations with N as base
and with the same syntactic pattern as X+N are retrieved from the reference corpus.
The obtained collocations are ordered with respect to their prominence and with
respect to their probability to be the correction of the erroneous collocation according
to one of severa! correction selection metrics. The flrst collocation in the list is then
offered as the most likely correction; all other collocations are equally displayed for
consideration.
We experirnented with three different correction selection metrics to assess the
probability of a candidate collocation C+N to be the correction of X+N: 1 1) affinity
metric, 2) lexical context metric, and 3) context feature metric.

6

7

For the sake of simplification, we use henceforth ' X+N' for both ' X+N' and 'N+ X' .
See Ferraro el al. (2011) for formal details ofthe metrics.
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The affinity metrie is a local metric that takes into account the co-occurrence ( or
association) strength of C with N, the graphic similarity of C with X, and synonymy of
C with X. As association strength measure, we use log-likelihood. The graphic
similarity (which we calculate as Dice coefficient) captures mistyped collocates or
erroneously chosen collocates due to their graphic similarity to the intended one (as,
e.g., rise instead of raise in English). The lexical context metric takes into account the
context in which X+N occurs (in our case, the corresponding sentence in eEDEL2). 1t
is thus grounded in the assumption that the semantics of a collocation can be
approximately deduced from the sentential context in which this collocation appears.
More precisely, we assume that given the sentyntial context C¡, c2, .. . , e, of X in the
original sentence of the learner, the candidate C }vith the highest affinity to c 1, c2 , .. . , en
is the most adequate correction of X-with "affinity" meaning here the highest cooccurrence frequency. The context feature m,etric is similar to the Jexical context
metric in that it draws upon the context of X+N in the original sentence of the student.
However, there are also two significant differences: Firstly, it may take into account
not only lexical tokens (although this is what we tested it with so far; see below), but
any kind of contextua! features (POS tags, gramrnatical functions, punctuation, etc.).
Secondly, its interpretation of these features is very different: Given the sentential
context c 1, c2 , .. . , e, of X in the original sentence of the learner and the candidate
collocate e, the idea is to assess whether any of the contextua! features e of X speaks
for the preference of C. For this purpose, we find the maximal probability of each
feature e, given a can di date C+N. The suggestions of the three metrics tend to diverge,
although comrnon suggestions are also observed. Thus, for the learner's erroneous
concluir 'conclude' in *concluir un problema, lit. 'conclude a problem' the affinity
metric suggests resolver 'resolve', the lexical context metric solucionar 'sol ve', and
the context feature metric acabar 'termínate' (all three suggestions are correct); for
realizar in *realizar [una] meta, lit. 'realize a goal', the affinity metric suggests an
erroneous *hacer 'make', while the other two propose the correct alcanzar ' reach';
and for cambiar in *cambiar al cristianismo, lit. 'change to ehristianity', all three
metrics suggest the correct convertir 'convert'.
A preliminary evaluation demonstrated that our procedure is able to judge whether a
combination is a correct or an incorrect collocation in Spanish with an accuracy of
0.90. When the procedure failed, it tended to judge a correct collocation as incorrect.
This is due to our purely frequency-based collocation criteria, which need to be
improved. For the error correction stage, we evaluated frrst the accuracy with which
we are able to provide lists of collocations containing the right correction. This
accuracy amounts to 0.73 for the context feature metric; the other two metrics have
lower accuracies. The mean reciproca! rank (MRR) of the top five suggestions with
the contextua! feature metric is 0.72 (to compare: Wu et al. (2010) achieved on their
experimental data an MRR of 0.518). Then, we evaluated the capacity of our
procedure to offer the right correction using the context feature metrics, with features
being simply words in the original sentence ofthe leamer. The accuracy was 0.542.
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4.

Conclusion

.
·
fr ment of eEDEL2 with collocation error tags has
The fine-gramed annotatwn of a .ag t k However it provided us with valuable
been a very co~tly and challen~n~ ;sof problems' learners of Spanish experience
m ted in a valuable resource for eALL. In our
insights concemmg the ~ange an
with ~he use of collocatwns, and re:u~f these insights into account. However, the
be used in ractical eALL - although
expenments, we already too~ so~
quality of the achieved results rs still too lo~ to orrection ~rograms offer. We need to
it is better than other state-of-the-art colloca~on ~ lan to broaden our work in order to
improve considerably. Furth.eri?ore, we neecoanutstudy; in particular, we plan to u~e
take into account the other msrght~ off:iour ~.
a classifier cluster for automatlc
the obtained rich corpus annotat!On or trammg
recognition and correction of collocatton errors.
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